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BIBLICAL AUTHORITY
AFTER BABEL
Retrieving the Solas in the Spirit of Mere
Protestant Christianity
Kevin J. Vanhoozer
How the Five Solas Can Renew Biblical Interpretation
In recent years, notable scholars have argued that the
Protestant Reformation unleashed interpretive anarchy
on the church. Is it time to consider the Reformation to
be a 500-year experiment gone wrong?
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World-renowned evangelical theologian Kevin
Vanhoozer thinks not. While he sees recent critiques
as legitimate, he argues that retrieving the
Reformation's core principles offers an answer to
critics of Protestant biblical interpretation. Vanhoozer
explores how a proper reappropriation of the five solas-sola gratia (grace alone), sola fide (faith alone), sola
scriptura (Scripture alone), solus Christus (Christ alone),
and sola Dei gloria (for the glory of God alone)--offers
the tools to constrain biblical interpretation and
establish interpretive authority. He offers a positive
assessment of the Reformation, showing how a
retrieval of "mere Protestant Christianity" has the
potential to reform contemporary Christian belief and
practice.
RELIGION / Christian Theology /
General
RELIGION / Christian Theology /
Apologetics
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &
Interpretation / General

This provocative response and statement from a top
theologian is accessibly written for pastors and church
leaders.
Kevin J. Vanhoozer (PhD, University of Cambridge), one of
the world's top theologians, is research professor of
systematic theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School in Deerfield, Illinois. He previously taught at
Wheaton College and the University of Edinburgh. He is
the author, coauthor, or editor of numerous books,
including The Pastor as Public Theologian, Everyday
Theology, The Drama of Doctrine, Is There a Meaning in This
Text?, and the award-winning Dictionary for Theological
Interpretation of the Bible.
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THE END OF
PROTESTANTISM
Pursuing Unity in a Fragmented Church
Peter J. Leithart
The Failure of Denominationalism and the Future of Christian
Unity
One of the unforeseen results of the Reformation was
the shattering fragmentation of the church. Protestant
tribalism was and continues to be a major hindrance to
any solution to Christian division and its cultural
effects. In this book, influential thinker Peter Leithart
critiques American denominationalism in the context
of global and historic Christianity, calls for an end to
Protestant tribalism, and presents a vision for the
future church that transcends post-Reformation
divisions.
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Leithart offers pastors and churches a practical agenda,
backed by theological arguments, for pursuing local
unity now. Unity in the church will not be a matter of
drawing all churches into a single, existing
denomination, says Leithart. Returning to Catholicism
or Orthodoxy is not the solution. But it is possible to
move toward church unity without giving up our
convictions about truth. This critique and defense of
Protestantism urges readers to preserve and celebrate
the central truths recovered in the Reformation while
working to heal the wounds of the body of Christ.
Peter J. Leithart (PhD, University of Cambridge), a former
pastor, is president of Theopolis Institute in
Birmingham, Alabama, and adjunct senior fellow of
theology and literature at New Saint Andrews College.
He is the author of numerous books, including Traces of
the Trinity, Athanasius, and 1 & 2 Kings in the Brazos
Theological Commentary on the Bible. He is also a
contributing editor for Touchstone and a regular blogger
at firstthings.com.
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ADVENTURES IN
EVANGELICAL CIVILITY
A Lifelong Quest for Common Ground
Richard J. Mouw
A Hopeful Calvinist's Quest for Common Ground
Richard Mouw, one of the most influential evangelical
voices in America, has been on a lifelong "quest for
commonness"--engaging with others in a positive
manner and advocating for a "convicted civility" when
conversing with those with whom we disagree. Through
nearly half a century of scholarship, leadership, and
ministry, Mouw has sought to learn from non-Christian
scholars and other faith traditions and to cultivate a
civility that is compatible with his Calvinist convictions.
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In Adventures in Evangelical Civility, Mouw reflects on his
almost fifty years of Christian public life, which
provides a unique lens for understanding twentiethcentury evangelicalism. He explores themes such as
common grace, the imago dei, and interfaith dialogue,
offering a critical assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of what he has accomplished as a
spokesperson for evangelical and Reformed
perspectives. Throughout, Mouw provides a model for a
humble and hopeful Calvinism engaging the world.
RELIGION / Ecumenism &
Interfaith
RELIGION / Christianity / Calvinist
RELIGION / Christian Church /
General

Richard J. Mouw (PhD, University of Chicago) is professor
of faith and public life at Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena, California. He served as the president of
Fuller Seminary for twenty years. Mouw is the author of
numerous books, including Uncommon Decency: Christian
Civility in an Uncivil World, He Shines in All That's Fair:
Culture and Common Grace, Calvinism in the Las Vegas
Airport, The Smell of Sawdust, and Talking with Mormons: An
Invitation to Evangelicals. He is also on the editorial
board for Books & Culture.
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HERE I WALK
A Thousand Miles on Foot to Rome with
Martin Luther
Andrew L. Wilson
A Thousand-Mile Pilgrimage with Martin Luther
In 2010, Andrew Wilson and his wife, Sarah, walked in
the footsteps of Martin Luther, re-creating his famous
pre-Reformation pilgrimage from Erfurt to Rome. Their
trek was well publicized, with coverage in the Christian
Century, First Things, the Wall Street Journal, and Books &
Culture. As they walked their journey of a thousand
miles over seventy days, thousands of readers followed
along on the Wilsons' blog.
This engaging narrative brings readers along as Andrew
and Sarah traverse Europe, visiting highlights such as
Coburg Castle, Ulm's Münster, the Alps, Milan, Florence,
and Rome. Their journey provides a unique window
into the history of the Protestant Reformation and a
creative entryway into the life of Luther. The book also
reflects on the contemporary ecumenical significance
of the events of the Reformation, exploring what the
changes of the past 500 years mean for the Christian
present and future.
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Beautifully written and enjoyable to read, Here I Walk
offers a unique combination of firsthand travel
narrative, fascinating explorations in history, and
theological and spiritual reflection. Pictures, maps, and
an afterword by Sarah Hinlicky Wilson are included.
Andrew L. Wilson (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary)
is a traveler, author, and ordained minister who has
spoken and written widely on the topic of pilgrimage.
His seventy-day, thousand-mile trek with Sarah Hinlicky
Wilson from Erfurt, Germany, to Rome from August to
October 2010 was followed by thousands and featured
in articles in the Christian Century, First Things, the Wall
Street Journal, and Books & Culture. Wilson previously
served as pastor of the International Church of
Strasbourg in France. He lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.

